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Message from the Head Teacher
This week has flown by and despite
dodging the showers, the children
have been able to enjoy many
outdoor learning activities. I have
loved seeing some of their
collaborative projects coming to
fruition as they combined both
ingenuity and logical thinking to
solve their challenges. It’s also
been exciting to see what's been
happening in the classrooms. This
week, I have seen some amazing
writing and heard about children
making terrific strides with their
reading. We were concerned that
this term, the children’s progress
would not be as great as we had
hoped for with the time that they
had away from school. However,
we have been delighted and
surprised by the work we are
seeing, as the progress the
children have made since our
return to school, has them right

back on track.
Next week, we look forward to our
‘Moving up’ day when the children
will be able to meet their teacher
for next year. This will be a virtual
experience but as our children
already know all the staff at
Ashtead Pre-Prep, we are hoping
that the transition will be as smooth
as possible, with our current
restrictions. You should have all
received an invitation today, to the
Parents Information Evening that
we will be holding for each class
next Thursday. The meeting will be
hosted by your child’s teacher for
next year. Mrs Vanessa Conlan will
be joining me at the beginning of
the meeting and we look forward to
seeing you there.
Enjoy the weekend. It feels so
lovely to have this routine back in
our lives. Fingers crossed, that the
sun will shine!
Tessa Roberts

Stripes4Stripey
Yesterday we spent the day
with ‘very viggly vision’ as
everyone arrived at school in a
kaleidoscope
of
stripey
colours. Thank you parents for
helping
us to celebrate
Stripes4Stripey day in style.
The
children
loved being in
mufti, learning
more about our school charity and
getting either horizontal or vertical
with the stripey fun in their classes.
Thank you also for your generous
donations. We collected £174.56
for Stripey Stork.
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STEAM….y
Afternoons in
First Steps

What do you do when the
rain stops? The children in
First Steps spotted a huge
puddle and saw that our
water butt was overflowing!
They thought that some of
the water needed to come
out. So they used some
guttering and made a river,
just perfect for sailing leaf
boats out to sea. I bet you
can guess what happened
when they saw the puddle
they’d
created?
The
children
were
also
challenged this week with
creating their own castles
and caves out of boxes and
tubes. By collaborating with
their friends and using their
imaginations, the structures
they made were amazing.
Finishing the afternoon with
some creative dancing ‘is
the best!’

Golden Board
First Steps - Anna has loved learning about ladybirds this week. She independently
painted a beautifully detailed ladybird and then went on to amaze us all by using the
spots on their wings to match the number with the quantity. Super work Anna!
Rising Reception - This week, Alexander practised his name
writing and he amazed us all as he formed his name absolutely beautifully! He took
great care and time to form each of the letters in his name, ensuring he included
his ‘lead ins’ and ‘lead outs’. What wonderful writing Alexander, well done!
Reception - Henry created a superb ‘under the sea’ habitat and was able to
independently come up with his own narrative that described what goes on in his
underwater habitat. He also produced some brilliant writing and read a short story
as well as writing about what happened. Superb!
Year One - This week, Year One have been adding and
subtracting using a hundred square. The children grasped the concept of jumping up
or down one space to quickly subtract or add 10. Vincent further consolidated his
understanding by adding and subtracting 10’s and 1’s with ease. Well done Vincent!

Golden Star Awards
Great Hygiene Golden
Stars were awarded to:
Y1 - Mary
R - Matty
RR - Lily J
FS - James

Memories
We have a memories box, especially for
parents who are moving on from school this
year and we would love you to leave your
comments about your experience here at
Ashtead Pre-Prep. A note will be sent home
next week for your comments and the box
will be placed on the entrance table. Please
share some of your Ashtead memories with
all our staff.
Tessa Roberts

Secrets of the Sea
Reception have been delving deep into the Ocean, exploring nature’s wonderful
world under the sea. The children used technology, such as iPads, to navigate
their way as they found interesting facts about their favourite sea life creatures.
The information the children retrieved was used to support them in writing their
fact files about the creature they chose. The children were enthralled to learn that
Jellyfish eat other jellyfish and that puffer fish blow up like a ball to scare away
their predators. We have used under the sea scenes to write independent stories.
The plots have been amazing, including flying pirate ships to hurricane seas that
sank the ships. The highlight this week was a deep dive to the bottom of the
ocean to learn about what is lurking on the ocean floor. The children have
watched deep dives into the Mariana trench to see the difference in the type
of sea life that lives in the deeper parts
of the sea. The children used this
information to add detail to their 3D
ocean habitats which are all looking
amazing!
Emma Duke

Inspiring young minds

